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Abstract
Purpose – This paper aims to consider selected results from the Arts and Humanities Research Council
(AHRC)-funded “Managing Access to the internet in Public Libraries” (MAIPLE) project, from 2012-2014.
MAIPLEhas explored theways inwhich public library servicesmanage use of the internet connections that
they provide for the public. This included the howpublic library services balance their legal obligations and
the needs of their communities in a public space and the ethical dilemmas that arise.
Design/methodology/approach – The researchers used a mixed-method approach involving a
review of the literature, legal analysis, a questionnaire survey and case studies in five public library
authorities.
Findings – UK public library services use a range of methods to regulate internet access. The research
also confirms previous findings that filtering software is an ubiquitous tool for controlling access to and
protecting library users from “inappropriate”, illegal and harmful internet content. There is a general, if
sometimes reluctant, acceptance of filtering software as a practical tool by library staff, which seems to
contrast with professional codes of ethics and attitudes in other countries. The research indicates that
public library internet access will be a valued service for some time to come, but that some aspects of
how public library services regulate internet access is currently managed can have socially undesirable
consequences, including blocking legitimate sites and preventing users from accessing government
services. Education could play a greater part in helping the general population to exercise judgement in
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selection of materials to view and use. This does not preclude implementing stricter controls to protect
children, whilst allowing public libraries to continue providing a social good to those who are unable to
otherwise participate in the digital age.
Research limitations/implications – The response to the survey was 39 per cent meaning that
findings may not apply across the whole of the UK. The findings of this study are compared with and
supplemented by other quantitative sources, but a strength of this study is the depth of understanding
afforded by the use of case studies.
Originality/value – This paper provides both a quantitative and qualitative analysis of how
internet access is managed in UK public libraries, including how library services fulfil their legal
obligations and the ethical implications of how they balance their role in facilitating access to
information with their perceived role as a safe and trusted environment for all members of their
communities. The findings add to the international discussion on this issue and stimulate debate
and policy making in the UK.
Keywords Censorship, Public libraries, Freedom of expression, Information ethics, internet access
Paper type Research paper
Introduction
Managing access to, and use of, internet connections in public libraries raises issues that
library authorities must grapple with. These include preventing misuse of internet
connections and access to unlawful material by members of the public. Protecting
children from exposure tomaterial thatmay cause themharm, or any public library user
from being offended by what others are viewing online, is also a key concern. Public
library authorities use a variety of methods to address these issues, including technical
measures to control access to content and providing guidance on what is and is not
acceptable behaviour. Filtering internet access is a commonly used management tool.
However, this imperfectmethod raises asmany issues as it seeks to address.Monitoring
user behaviour to identify the misuse of internet connections raises privacy concerns.
Blocking access to internet material or services that are lawful, but potentially harmful
or offensive to somemembers of the public, could be considered censorship and contrary
to the fundamental purpose of public libraries.
Much of the literature onmanaging public library internet access originates from the
USA. Themanagement of internet access in US public libraries is shaped to some extent
by legislation. The constitutionality of the Children’s Internet ProtectionAct (CIPA) and
the legality of US public library filtering policies have been subject to legal challenge.
The US Supreme Court ruled that CIPA was constitutional because it provides that
material deemed unsuitable for children should not be restricted for adults as amatter of
course (Sobel, 2003, p. 15). The American Library Association (ALA) and the American
Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) have been very vocal in their opposition to filtering (Bertot
et al., 2010). The arguments against the use of filtered internet access are principally
related to the technical limitations of the software and the ethical implications of
restricting access in this way. An example of the limitations of filtering software is a
2011 Australian survey, where 44 per cent of respondents had received complaints of
“restricted access because filters blocked valid, legitimate, inoffensive sites in error;
limits on file size downloads, and general objections to the ethos of filtering” (Australian
Library and Information Association, 2011, p. 23).
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According to Sturges (2002, p. 55):
The use of filtering software to block access to internet content is often talked of as if it were
merely a technical matter, but in fact it is almost entirely a question of ethics.
Much of the professional debate on this issue focuses on the ethical implications of
filtering for members of a profession committed to providing information freely and
without bias (Sobel, 2003; Trushina, 2004; Cooke, 2004; Radom, 2007;McMenemy, 2009).
The ALA is clear that in spite of the CIPA ruling, it “does not recommend the use in
libraries of filtering technology that blocks constitutionally protected information”
(American Library Association, 2003, p. 3) and goes on to advise libraries that do use
filtering software “to set their filters at the least restrictive level in order to minimize the
blocking of Constitutionally protected speech” (American Library Association, 2003,
p. 10). The Australian Library and Information Association (ALIA) supported the
Australian government’s Protecting Australian Families Online initiative for home use
(2006), “but does not recommend the use of internet filtering technology in public
libraries” (Australian Library and Information Association, 2007, p. 4). Internationally,
the IFLA Position on Internet Governance is clear that:
Measures which may be necessary to ensure the reliable operation of the Internet, control
spam, support intellectual property protection and enable individuals to protect their privacy
must not be used to limit the rights expressed in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
(International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions, 2005).
The potential implications of commercial organizations’ involvement in filtering of
library internet connections have been explored, including the religious influence on
filtering software being used in schools (Willard, 2002) and public libraries (Radom,
2007). Kranich (2004) argues that staff at filtering software companies cannot possibly
review all the publicly available websites, yet they are unwilling to disclose the criteria
they use for filtering, deeming it commercially sensitive information. Bertot et al. (2010,
p. 170) state that:
Some of these commercially available filtering products actually record users’ actions online,
and have been recently discovered to have created a new income stream by disclosing young
people’s online searches and chat logs to marketing agencies.
Education and training by library staff has been suggested as a means of helping library
usersnavigate the internet safely and lawfully (Kranich, 2004;Heins et al., 2006;Byron, 2008;
International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions, 2009). McMenemy and
Burton (2005, p. 21) recommend that Acceptable Use Policies (AUPs) are “backed upwith a
robust internet skills approach to ensure customers know just what the internet does and
what is out there for themand their children”.However, Colaric (2003, p. 9) questions the role
education could play in safe internet use by children. Schacter et al. (1998, cited in Colaric,
2003) found that children tend to assume thatwhat theyfindon the internet is accurate. Pors
(2001) suggests that library assistants are more inclined to favour filtering than librarians
because assistants havemore first-hand experience of problems related to internet access. It
has also been argued that filtering software offers a greater degree of control to the end user
thereby supposedly balancing the right to freedom of expression with the right not to
encounter offensive content (Burt, 1997; Auld, 2003). This raises the question of whether
there is a universal right not to be offended.
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Misuse of internet access is not limited to accessing pornography. Pors’s (2001,
p. 310) study of internet use in public libraries in Denmark found that 33 per cent of
public library services had registered some kind of misuse incident or suspicion of an
incident:
It is evident from the answers that the librarians see misuse not only as phenomena like the
downloading of pornographic, racist and Nazist material, but also changing the configuration
of the computers, installation of start-up pictures of a dubious kind and different types of noise
problems.
Acceptable use policies (AUPs) describes prohibited activities, such as viewing
pornography or infringing copyright, and “tend to be used by organizations to pass
some element of liability onto the customer when accessing Internet services”
(McMenemy and Burton, 2005, p. 21). Displaying an AUP prominently in the library is
recommended as a useful deterrent (Minow, 2004, p. 11), but library users may not pay
attention to, or fully understand, AUPs (Comer, 2005; Poulter et al., 2009). However,
research with staff in Singapore’s public libraries suggests AUPs give staff confidence
in managing internet use (Heok and Luyt, 2010, p. 483). Kranich (2004, p. 16) states that:
The vast majority of citizens use the internet and other library materials responsibly, guided
by the local library internet access policies and codes of conduct that address appropriate use
and invoke disciplinary action if rules are violated.
As early as 1997, an academic librarian considered the tensions inherent when there are
“competing interests of computer users who wish to access sexually-explicit materials
and thosewhofind themoffensive” (Young, 1997, p. 49). Still andKassabian (1999, p. 20),
also writing about academic libraries, suggested positioning of furniture to ensure
personal computers (PCs) are on public view to “hinder inappropriate use of library
terminals”. Conversely, Gottschalk (2006) states:
Many libraries have found that recessed monitors and well displayed Internet use policies,
explaining acceptable and unacceptable Internet behaviour enable patrons to understand and
take responsibility for online research and entertainment in public places.
As well as visually monitoring internet use, public library services may collect usage
data (Australian Library and Information Association, 2011). Staff may also have the
technology to view user screens remotely (Poulter et al., 2009).
Internet access in UK public libraries
British public library authorities have a statutory duty “to provide a comprehensive and
efficient library service for all persons desiring to make use thereof” (Public Libraries
and Museums Act, 1964, s. 7[1]). No public library can provide a fully comprehensive
service, but must meet the needs of the local community as far as possible with
increasingly limited resources. In the UK, the Society of Chief Librarians (SCL, 2014)
recognises that the aim must be to keep library services “relevant and accessible”. To
this end, the SCL (2014), alongwith partners, has developed the concept of the Universal
Offer, which is a vision for a modern public library service that meets the expectations
of the public. It recognizes the importance of facilitating access to digital services,
including providing internet access.
The People’s Network (Department for Culture Media and Sport, 1998; Library and
Information Commission, 1997, 1998) was an initiative to further a number of policy
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goals including lifelong learning, digital citizenship and reducing social exclusion.
Library internet services would support citizens without connections at home or work
and help them develop digital literacy skills The focus was on installing network
infrastructure and skills development More recently, the UK Government announced
that £74 million funding was to be made available “to give wi-fi access to all public
libraries across England” (Farrington, 2015, n.p.). By providing internet access, public
libraries potentially increase their ability to fulfil their statutory obligation to provide a
“comprehensive” service. However, UK public library authorities regulate access in
various ways. They manage demand by imposing time limits on access and, in some
cases, imposing charges. They also use AUPs and filtering software.
The aim of the MAIPLE research project was to address a knowledge gap by
identifying and quantifying measures implemented in UK public libraries to regulate
and manage access to internet content and services. One aspect of the research was
identifying and analysing legal and ethical issues, that is, how public libraries strive to
meet their legal obligations and the compromises they make to serve diverse user
communities. This included the dilemmas emerging from the need to balance
supporting access to information for all with ethical and moral pressures exerted by
politicians, parents and interest groups. The aim of this paper is to report and discuss
the findings from the legal and ethical strand of the MAIPLE project. It describes the
legal and ethical frameworks within which public libraries provide services. It presents
relevant findings from the research project and an analysis of how public library
authorities respond to legal obligations and moral pressures. The implications of the
decisions made by library authorities are considered within the context of human rights
frameworks and professional ethical codes. Finally, recommendations are offered,
focusing on how public libraries can best achieve an equitable balance between their
legal obligations and ethical imperatives within a challenging political, financial and
moral attitude climate.
Research methods
The Arts and Humanities Research Council-funded MAIPLE project ran from
September 2012 to August 2014. The project Advisory Board supported and guided the
project team. The first stage of the project was a comprehensive review of the literature,
starting with the publication of New Library: The People’s Network (Library and
Information Commission, 1997), as this document played a seminal role in the
implementation of internet access across the UK public library sector. The review was
international in scope and included: academic and professional journal articles;
monographs; research reports and reviews; theses; newspaper articles; guidance and
policy documents; and legal instruments The full review is published elsewhere (Spacey
et al., 2014), and only selected relevant literature is discussed in this paper.
Themain primary data gathering activitieswere a questionnaire survey of all UKpublic
library authorities and in-depth case studies of five authorities. The findings are reported in
Spacey et al. (2013). The surveys were sent to all 206 public library authorities. A total of 80
responseswere returned, a response rate of 39per cent.The case studiesweredrawn fromall
the constituent parts of the UK, including the unitary authority covering the whole of
Northern Ireland. The aim of the surveywas to gather baseline data on how public libraries
manage internet access and the problems they have encountered in practice. The aim of the
case studies was to explore the issues in more depth and involved analysis of policy and
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other documents and a series of interviews with library staff and users. The case study
discussions included staff and user views on the ethical aspects of managing access to
internet content and user behaviour online.
Findings
The legal framework relevant to public library internet access provision
As a signatory to the European Convention on Human Rights (1950) (ECHR), the UK
must uphold the rights embodied in the Convention’s articles. Public authorities should
not arbitrarily interfere with the fundamental rights of citizens. The right to freedom of
expression includes imparting and receiving information and ideas [Article 10(1)]. This
right is not absolute, and public authoritiesmay impose restrictions for certain specified
purposes, primarily relating to national security, the public good and upholding other
rights. Such curbs should be “prescribed by law and necessary in a democratic society”
[Article 10(2)]. Individuals have the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion
(Article 9). Again, this is a qualified right and is subject to lawful limitations [Article
9(2)]. Article 8(1) of the ECHR states that “Everyone has the right to respect for his
private and family life, his home and his correspondence”. Public library authorities
should only interfere with these rights in similar circumstances to those which apply to
the right to freedom of expression [Article 8(2)].
The UK also has obligations under the United Nations Convention on the Rights of
the Child (1989). This Convention focuses on safeguarding people under the age of 18
and helping them to flourish. Some rights are analogous to those of the ECHR, for
example, freedom of expression and respect for privacy (Article 13 and 16). Other rights
that are relevant to public library services are the positive right to education (Article 28)
and various other rights amounting to a right to be safe from harm. The UK has given
effect to the Convention through several pieces of legislation, including the Children
Acts of 1989 and 2004, the Children (Scotland) Act 1995 and the Children (Northern
Ireland) Order 1995. A key provision, common to these statutes and relevant to public
library authorities, is for cooperation by public agencies to protect children.
UKpublic libraries are subject to other obligations in domestic law. These include the
Data Protection Act, 1998. Public libraries are data controllers as far as registered
members are concerned andmay also collect some personal data from casual users who
wish to access library internet connections. Processing personal data is subject to the
eight principles described in Schedule 1 of the Act. These principles are designed to
ensure responsible data handling.
Public libraries should not infringe copyright or facilitate copyright infringement by
their users. Public libraries are able to lend books under an exception to UK copyright
law (Copyright, Designs and Patents Act, 1988, s. 40A), with payments made to authors
by the government under the Public LendingRightAct, 1979 (s. 1). TheDigital Economy
Act, 2010 includes provisions for online copyright enforcement and requires rights
holders to work with internet service providers (ISPs) to identify alleged copyright
infringement, identify the perpetrators and to contact them to inform them of the
consequences of continuing to infringe (Digital Economy Act, 2010, s. 3). There was
some concern in the library community about the status of libraries under this law and
whether they could become liable for infringement by their users. At the time of writing,
it seems unlikely that these provisions of the Digital Economy Act, 2010 will ever come
into force; in practice, their aims are being implemented through other means. These
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include using existing provisions in copyright law to obtain court orders to block access
to infringing sites (Copyright Designs and Patents Act, 1998, s. 97A). Rights holders and
ISPs are cooperating voluntarily on a programme (Department for Business, Innovation
and Skills, 2014) to alert and educate users about alleged copyright infringements
(Voluntary Copyright Alert Programme, now called Creative Content UK).
Although public librariesmay not be held liable for unlawful activity by people using
library internet connections, they may have an obligation to report unlawful behaviour
if they become aware of it. For example, this would be the case if users commit offences
under laws on obscene publications and child pornography (Obscene Publications Act,
1959, s. 2 and Protection of Children Act, 1978, s. 160) or various communication laws
(for example, under Section 127 of the Communications Act, 2003, the Malicious
Communications Act, 1998 and the Telecommunications Act 1984).
The ethical framework for UK public librarians
Employees of public library authorities are subject to corporate policies and the
professional codes of conduct of any professional associations they belong to. In the UK,
the Chartered Institute of Library and Information Professionals (CILIP) has developed
ethical principles and a code of professional conduct,which set out underpinningvalues and
guidance for members. Some of the principles embody legal responsibilities, including
human rights and equality. There is a commitment to defending access to information and
reference to balancing the needs of users with employer demand, which is relevant to
corporate policies on filtering internet access. The CILIP (2012) code of practice shows an
awareness of the need to balance the interests of users with legal obligations and to deal
fairly with conflicting user needs. For example, practitioners must:
• protect the confidentiality of all matters relating to information users, including
their enquiries, any services to be provided and any aspects of the users’ personal
circumstances or business;
• deal fairly with the competing needs of information users and resolve conflicting
priorities with due regard for the urgency and importance of the matters being
considered;
• defend the legitimate needs and interests of information userswhile upholding the
moral and legal rights of the creators and distributors of intellectual property;
• consider the public good, both in general and as it refers to particular vulnerable
groups, and the immediate claims arising from their employment and their
professional duties; and
• promote equitable access for all members of society to public domain information
of all kinds and in all formats.
Another point in the code becomes relevant when considering the extent to which public
libraries try to protect their users from “inappropriate” material on the internet:
• promote the necessary skills and knowledge amongst users to become effective
independent learners and researchers.
CILIP “does not endorse the use of filtering especially for adult users” (CILIP, 2011,
pp. 12-13). At the same time, CILIP acknowledges the need to discourage users from
viewing illegal sites, “associated with child pornography, race hate or terrorism” or
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using computers and internet connections “for other types of unlawful or undesirable
behaviour – notably hacking, spreading viruses or as an aid to criminal activity” (p. 12).
The ALA (2003, p. 3) and ALIA (2007, p. 4) also do not support filtering that blocks
access to legitimate information.
The IFLA code of ethics for librarians and other information workers (2005) covers
similar ground to the CILIP code and requires that “Librarians and other information
workers respect the protection of minors while ensuring this does not impact on the
information rights of adults” (s. 2) (International Federation of LibraryAssociations and
Institutions, 2014). The Standing Committees of the IFLA Libraries for Children and
Young Adults Section and the Reading Section accepted a statement relating to the
internet and children’s library services at the annual World Library and Information
Congress in 2007 (International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions,
2012). They argued that filtering and censorship do not work and advocated effective
education of children, parents, teachers and libraries.
Regulating the use of the internet in public libraries: the issues
The Library and Information Commission (LIC, 1998) was the crucial advocate for
introducing internet access in UK public libraries. The UK Government funded the
“People’s Network”, an initiative to connect all static public library points to the internet
by 2002. CIPFA (2013) reported that 206 library services across the UK were providing
fixed access to the internet and wi-fi access was available in 1,553 service points across
160 different authorities (84.2 per cent of those providing information). The MAIPLE
project survey received 80 responses, and 83.8 per cent of the respondents offer wi-fi and
fixed access to the internet in one or more of their libraries.
Internet access in public libraries is comprehensive in the UK, but it is not free in all
senses of the word. All survey respondents require identification of internet users.
Almost 88 per cent of respondents require registered library members to input their
borrower and PIN numbers. For unregistered users, half of the respondents require
proof of identity, whilst a PIN or password is required by almost half of the respondents
(47.1 per cent). Only one respondent did not require identification as a condition of use.
Identification allows library services to discover who is responsible for any misuse of
internet connections. However, it also means that internet use is never entirely private.
This raises the question of what reasonable expectations of privacy in a public library
should be and the extent to which privacy is respected in public libraries.
Internet access is usually provided without charge for registered library members,
and 62 per cent of survey respondents provide free access for anyone. Other approaches
include charging visitors for access or a hybrid system where an initial period of use is
free and further use is charged for. The Public Libraries and Museums Act 1964 (s. 8)
provides that, in general, no charge should be made for straightforward reference use
and lending of written material. However, the legislation allows for exceptions to this
general rule. Public library authorities can charge for internet access without breaching
their statutory duty, but even nominal charges could exclude people in greatest need of
public access to online information and public services.
Almost all (98.8 per cent) survey respondents have an AUP. In all, 80 per cent of
respondents display this on login screens. Senior library management is most likely to
develop policies, although survey respondents also indicated some involvement of
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information technology (IT) staff and legal experts. It seems appropriate that library
management takes the lead, as they will be most in touch with library user needs.
All of the survey respondents filter internet access on library PCs. The majority of
respondents (83.6 per cent) offeringwi-fi access confirmed that this is also filtered. Some
categories of material are blocked for all library users by filtering systems: sexual,
hacking, violent, intolerant/hate and extremist. Somematerial in each of these categories
will be unlawful in the UK, but not all. This means that public libraries may, in effect, be
censoring freely available lawful material. The response rate to the survey was 39 per
cent of all public library authorities. Some non-responding authorities may not
implement filtering, but if filtering is implemented uniformly across authorities, this
raises questions about the fundamental role of public libraries in the digital age.
In all, 89 per cent of survey respondents said that theymake users aware that internet
access is filtered. Filtering levels for children are usually higher than for adults, and
there may be filtering levels specifically for teenagers. The most restrictive approach is
the “walled garden”. This means that children may only access material selected by
library staff. Two survey respondents indicated that they provided this level of access
on dedicated children’s PCs. The focus of filtering for young people was to encourage
learning, but, at the same time, to protect them from unlawful or harmful material.
Examples of blocked material and services are gambling; social networking and chat
rooms; dating and personals; weapons; illegal drugs; and bad language. Most survey
respondents (83.5 per cent) said that they undertake visual monitoring of user activity.
However, they indicated that they practised “vigilance” rather than active monitoring.
Positioning of PCs is also used as a means of enforcing AUPs. This includes positioning
children-only PCs away from those used by adults.
The general attitude of survey respondents towards filtering is that it is useful. Most
said that they have infrequent incidents of misuse of internet connections. However, it is
not clear what, if any, connection there is between levels of misbehaviour and filtering.
Two thirds of respondents have received complaints from the public about filtering and
itswidespread use is in contrast to the views of library professional associations, such as
CILIP (2011). The legal and ethical issues arising from provision of internet access in
public libraries were explored in more depth in the five library authority case studies.
In the UK, the issue of new media forms and child protection periodically becomes
prominent and the government acts in some way. For example, the former Labour
Government ordered an independent review of children’s use of the internet and video
games and the potentially harmful (especially sexual) content that they may encounter
(Byron, 2008). The review recommendations focused on parental responsibility and
video game classification. The UK Council for Child Internet Safety was launched in
2008 to work with the internet industry to remove harmful internet content.
Encouraging subscribers to use parental controls was the focus of an ISP code of
practice (Code of Practice on Parental Controls, 2011). More recently, the current
government has focused on default filtering of internet access forcing all new
subscribers, whether they have children or not, to opt-out of filtering.
It seems from the survey and interviews that the filtering software is not fully
effective, resulting in some undesirable material remaining available and some
legitimate material being blocked. This finding is similar to that of earlier research (for
example Willson and Oulton, 2000). The problem of over-blocking was also found in
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later studies (for example, Comer, 2005; Heins et al., 2006; Australian Library and
Information Association, 2007; Reading Agency, 2011).
The MAIPLE survey respondents were asked if library users had made any
complaints about the filtering software in the past 12 months. Almost two-thirds of
respondents (65.8 per cent) stated that they had received complaints, 30.4 per cent had
not and 3.8 per cent did not know. Of those services that had received complaints (52),
over-blockingwas themost frequent cause (88.5 per cent). Over half of respondents (53.8
per cent) received complaints about technical limitations on access, such as the inability
to upload or share files. Less numerous were complaints about the use of filtering
software per se (19.2 per cent). “Other” complaints include users being unable to access
online greetings cards, a drug-related website and access to virtual learning
environments. Finding that legitimate internet sites are blocked is inconvenient for
library users. In some cases, it may interfere with their ability to study or work. For
example, one user interviewed for the research project is a freelance photographer and
author. The user’s researchwas hamperedwhen the filtering software blocked access to
a field sports site they wished to view.
The impact of over-blocking can be lessened if there is a clear, simple and rapid
procedure for sites to be unblocked. Findings from the research project survey and
interviews indicate that this is not always the case. Fewer than 10 per cent of surveyed
library services give front-line library staff the responsibility to respond to filtering
requests. Although this option would be the most convenient for users, front-line staff
may not feel willing or able to deal with such a request. This may be the case if it is a
question of whether or not the blockedmaterial is lawful or if the staff member finds the
material offensive. Responsibility for responding to requests to change the filter belongs
to library service senior management in over half of responding services (52.5 per cent),
by IT staff at local authority level (41.3 per cent) and library service level in
approximately two-fifths of services (41.3 per cent). Fifty-three respondents selected
only one option (66.3 per cent), whilst 27 respondents (33.8 per cent) selected more than
one option. In all, 14 respondents selected two options (17.5 per cent) and 10 respondents
selected three options (12.5 per cent). Arguably, it is desirable thatmore straightforward
decisions are taken by library staff, at the appropriate level of seniority and with
appropriate skills. It is not clear why local authority IT staff should be involved in
decision-making rather than implementing decisions made by library staff. In one
service, the IT service is outsourced and filtering responsibility rests with the service
provider. This is a minority response, but if it were to become more common, it would
raise issues of public services being regulated by commercial entities.
The research project survey respondents indicated that the most commonly used
additional measure to regulate internet use is visual monitoring of screens by library
staff (83.5 per cent). The positioning of PCs and use of a booking system are also popular
mechanisms (70.9 per cent). Given the increasing provision of wi-fi connections in public
libraries, the positioning of work tables and seating would also have to be carefully
designed because people can now use their own devices anywhere in the library.
Collecting internet use data is utilized by over two-fifths of the research project
survey respondents (44.3 per cent), whilst monitoring software is used in almost a third
of responding services (30.4 per cent). “Other” additional measures include staff being
vigilant, rather than systematic visual monitoring of internet activity (in three services):
“Staff will take action if they happen to see something but do not monitor usage”.
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Practicalmeasures such as internet safety posters are used in one service, whilst another
runs a volunteer-led “computer buddies” programme. Two services use technological
measures such as adjusting the filtering categories, whilst in one service, monitoring
software is about to be introduced.
Library staff and users’ views on regulating internet access
Staff members interviewed for the case studies indicated that they were aware of few
serious instances of internet misuse. A theme that emerged strongly in the interviews is
a perceived need to provide a “safe” environment for all library users. Staff accepted the
need to protect children from harm and interviewees often used the terms “safety” and
“risk”. Interviewees mentioned pressure from parents and teachers. Some interviewees
indicated that filtering was implemented at a corporate level, meaning that the same
level of filtering used in schoolswas also applied in the public library. Although thiswas
not always the case, stronger filtering for children is the norm in public libraries. It is not
clear whether filtering is accompanied by educating children in how to safely use the
internet either by parents or in schools.
Library staff perceived filtering as a practical solution to a problem and recognized
the need to maintain a balance between providing access and not causing offence when
computer screens are publicly visible to others. Library staff must decide whether to
intervene when they receive complaints given the subjective nature of offence. The
research indicated that staffmembers adopt a reasonable and fair approach to assessing
what is and what is not acceptable. Some decisions are difficult and staff members are
sometimes offended by things they have to deal with. Not all interviewees agreed with
filtering for adults, but the library as a public space and the public’s trust in the library
service was emphasized. Sometimes, this view was expressed along the lines of people
can do whatever they want in private, but there must be some limits in a public place.
Another, less prominent but interesting, viewwas that some people need to be protected
from themselves, for example, in the case of gambling or pay-day loans sites. However,
in blocking access to thismaterial, public library authorities are effectively taking on the
role of moral guardians.
When asked whether it is ethical to filter internet content in public libraries, 22 staff
interviewed felt that it is, whilst 9 expressed some hesitation or regret. For some staff,
filtering is a pragmatic means to the end of providing a service to a diverse range of
people:
I think inevitably when you are dealing with a whole community; you have to start thinking
about if somebody was looking at a site which would be very offensive to another member of
the community […]Total freedom on the Internet I think is awonderful idea, like total freedom
everywhere but if society is going to work I think there’s bound to be, there has to be some
restrictions (CS2 Library Advisor 1).
Safeguarding children was cited as the justification for filtering, but censoring access to
adults seemed to be accepted with, at most, mild regret. Some staff recognized that as a
profession, filtering presented a dilemma. For example:
We’ve a double standard because we say we’re fiercely proud of the fact that we don’t censor,
thatwe don’t censor the publishedword unless it is something thatwe’re not permitted to carry
but we will censor the visual and it’s the visual which is the problem (CS4 Operational
Manager).
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The perception of the printed word being somehow less powerful than other forms of
expression is reflected in the licensing and rating systems applied to broadcasting, films
and computer games.
Users were almost evenly divided between those who were aware the library filtered
internet content (n  13) and those who were not (n  12). Two users did not give an
answer. Some users explained how they had become aware of filtering: this was because
they had experienced site blocking (n 3), because they had noticed it wasmentioned in
the service’s Acceptable Use Policy/Terms and Conditions (n 3) or they had assumed
it would be (n 2). There was also some support for filtering amongst the library users.
Nineteen users were pro-filtering and eight were unsure. Two users were definite “no’s”.
Users supporting filtering tended to agree that it was appropriate for a number of
reasons, including the presence of children, for libraries to maintain standards of public
decency and to ensure libraries only provide access to lawful content.
Some library users described instances when access to websites was blocked. These
examples included legitimate dating services, field sports and military music sites.
Sometimes it was not obvious to either the user or library staff why a site was blocked:
I was looking up something […] something just anonymous like but it just come up “this site
is blocked” and I asked the girl at the desk and she said she didn’t know why because it was
innocent (CS4 User 3).
The impact of over-blocking on access to information may be compounded by users not
feeling able to ask for a site to be unblocked. Of the 21 users that responded to the
question of whether they would feel comfortable approaching staff, 11 said that they
would feel comfortable, whilst 10 said they would not. Feelings of discomfort tended to
focus on how asking staff might make the user feel or how staff might perceive them:
“shady”; “embarrassing”; “concerned”; “awkward”. In addition, two users in one case
study site felt that staffwould be unable to help them even if they did ask. Staffmembers
in the five case study services confirmed that they are able to request that sites are
unblocked. However, in four of these services, this involves liaison with IT colleagues.
Thismakes the processmore time-consuming and also raises the question ofwhether IT
staff are being asked to make qualitative judgements of what should or should not
remain blocked rather than information specialists.
Library staff members are aware of the privacy issues raised by internet provision in
public libraries. There was little evidence of intrusive monitoring of internet activity,
and it seems that library staff members are often alerted to suspected or offensive
activities by other users. Some staff thought that monitoring PC screens through the
building is a useful, if sometimes limited, way to ensure acceptable use. This method
could help staff identify situationswhere users’ privacymight be infringed, for example,
by groups of people congregating around computers. A small number of staff was
dismissive of visual monitoring because they did not have the time to do it. Monitoring
softwarewas also referred to as a useful tool in one case studywhere themajority of PCs
were located in rooms not visible to staff on the front desk, but it was only used if staff
were given good reason to do so.
Discussion and conclusions
The key legal issues for UK public libraries in providing internet access appear to be
safeguarding children and ensuring library users do not use library connections to
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undertake other unlawful activities or offend other users. This reflects other findings in
the literature. Ethical dilemmas arise from how public library authorities attempt to
address these issues. The perception that the public library should be a safe and
“decent” place for everyone can mean restricting adult access to lawful material that is
deemed unsuitable. The MAIPLE project has confirmed previous findings that filtering
software is an apparently ubiquitous tool. The general acceptance of filtering software
appears to have been led at a corporate level rather than by librarymanagers (in 48.8 per
cent of responding authorities, compared with 30 per cent of authorities in which
the decision was led by library managers). This acquiescence appears to contrast with
the position in the USA, where there has been strong professional protest at the
implementation of filtering (Bertot et al., 2010).
When it comes to material deemed “inappropriate” rather than unlawful, this can be
a very subjective judgement. For formally published material, professional publishers
have acted as arbiters of quality or taste and librarians have decided what to include in
library collections. When it comes to the internet, it appears that filtering software
vendors have a prominent role. Library staff indicated that the problem of over-blocking
has reduced over time, but it remains a problem for some users. The research provided
several examples of userswho had unsuccessfully tried to access lawful sites.Moreover,
many users felt uncomfortable about asking staff to unblock sites and some would not
do so. Despite this, there seems to be a general acceptance of the need for filtering
amongst users and library staff. The concept of the library as a safe public space that is
to be trusted as the purveyor of reliable, high-quality information (Crook, 1999) appears
to outweigh an ethic of “access to all publicly available information” (CILIP, 2005). This
raises the question of the fundamental purpose and mission of a public library service –
is it to educate, to inform, to offer recreation and a social space or to improve lives?
The project results suggested that despite the Society of Chief Librarians’s vision of
the Universal Offer, little attention was paid to user education on appropriate and safe
use of the internet. This certainly seemed to be the case in the case study library services.
There is a question of who should be responsible for education of younger users. It was
suggested that parents and schools should play a greater role, rather than relying
heavily on filtering as a solution. The potential for user and staff education, supported
by an AUP, seems to have been given a much lower priority than the implementation of
filtering software. Moreover, education of users about procedures for unblocking sites
also seems to be somewhat ad hoc, leaving some users unable to access legitimate
information and unable or unsure how to rectify the situation.
Recordingwhat registered librarymembers borrow from the library has always been
possible. However, when it comes to internet access, the amount of data that can be
collected about what people do online can be much more intrusive. Real-time
surveillance is mostly limited to visual monitoring of screens, but the almost ubiquitous
use of automated booking systems and user identification ensures that there is the
option of checking online activity histories. This enables staff to identify individuals
who breach theAUP, but it may also result in self-censorship on the part of users. Visual
monitoring of screens by staff was identified as potentially posing privacy issues, for
example, in the case of banking. Fewer privacy concerns appeared to be raised with
regard to the arguably more intrusive measure of analysing logs of sites visited. There
is also the issue of users being able to see what other users are doing and complaining if
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what they feel offended by what they see. There is scope for further research into the
privacy implications of monitoring of user activity online in public libraries.
The trend towards filtering internet connections represents a challenge to the right to
freedom of expression. As is happening elsewhere in the world, the UK library
profession should be engaging more actively in debate on this issue, as it conflicts with
its core professional values. The CILIP (2014a) ethical principles include “Commitment
to the defence, and the advancement, of access to information, ideas and works of the
imagination”. This engagement should also extend to the general public, as it seems that
child protection and anti-pornography agendas are dominating public awareness and
debate. The potential for longer-term erosion of human rights, such as freedom of
expression and privacy, do not seem to be fully appreciated by ordinary citizens. The
research highlighted the potential for the blunt instrument that technology currently
offers further disadvantaging people unable to access public services in any other way.
It is perhaps time to understand that strict control of access to material deemed to be
inappropriate in some way is neither really possible nor socially desirable. Internet
literacy education should play a greater part in helping the general population to
exercise judgement in the discovery and selection of materials to view and use. This
does not preclude implementing stricter controls to protect children while allowing
public libraries to continue providing a social good to those who are unable to otherwise
participate in the digital age.
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